
Useful information for scavengers!


How to tell a wild or honey bee from a bumblebee? Bumble bees are sometimes called 
fllying teddy bears because they’re fuzzy all over. Most of our bumble bees are yellow and 
black, a few have an orange stripe on them too. The honey bees and native bees are more 
golden and brown and are thinner than bumble bees. They aren’t as fuzzy. Avoid yellow jackets 
- they’re bright yellow with black stripes and are shinier than bees. Most likely if you go to a 
lavendar farm you’ll find tons of bees moving in slow motion, or sitting on flowers gathering 
pollen.


How to tell a moth from a butterfly? Butterflies rest with their wings upright, though they’ll 
open and close them when they’re sun bathing. Moths rest with their wings outstretched and 
usually have thicker bodies and antennae.


What’s a bee bath? Look online for ideas for a bee or butterfly bath. They often can’t get water 
from a deep bird bath, so they need a puddle type bath to drink from.


What kind of plants shoud I get? Bees are easier to plant for than butterflies, they like all 
kinds of flowers. Check out our page on butterflies for a list of their favorite plants. If you want 
butterflies to move into your yard, plant from a list of Butterfly Larval Plants….these are the 
ones they lay their eggs on so the caterpillars will have good food to eat. If you just want them 
to visit, plant a Butterfly Nectar Plant. Oregon Native plants are most beneficial for them. If you 
have room, plant a few together to make a banquet for the bees! Plant nurseries can help you 
pick the perfect plant for where you want to plant.


And most importantly - don’t spray your flowers with pesticides! This will harm bees.


FAQ’s 

Don’t bees sting? Most bees are very gentle and just want to do their pollen collecting job. 
Read up on the telling the difference between bees and their angry cousins wasps & yellow 
jackets, which do sting. 


Do the photos have to be perfectly in focus?  Taking photos of insects is challenging 
because they move around alot. Your pictures don’t have to be completely in focus, they just 
need to look like the right type insect.


Do I have to get all the insects?  That’s definitely the goal, but if you can’t photograph one 
kind, you can substitute another. 


Am I supposed to catch the insects with a net or jar?  No, just catch it with a camera or 
smart phone.


Does it count if I go to a butterfly garden to take pictures?  Absolutely!


How many kinds of bees are in Oregon?  Over 500!


What are the prizes?  We’re still collecting prizes - they’ll all be introduced on Facebook!



